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TEST 1 READING
Exercise 1: Read through the following text and fill in the gaps with the missing phrases. Be
careful, there are two phrases you do not need. Write the right letters next to the numbers on your
answer sheet.
(9 PONT)
Key
St Patrick’s Day

1. I

6. G

2. K

7. A

3. B

8. D

4. F

9. J

5. E

Exercise 2: Match the definitions A-I to the words highlighted in the text. Be careful, there is a
definition you do not need. Write your answers on your answer sheet.

(7 PONT)

Key

1. D

5. B

2. G

6. E

3. H

7. C

4. A
Exercise 3: Read the following text and decide whether the statements 1 – 9 are true (T) or false
(F), or not in the text (N). Write your answers on your answer sheet. ( 9 PONT)
Key

The X Factor

1. F

6. N

2. F

7. T

3. T

8. N

4. N

9. T

5. F

TEST 2: Vocabulary
Exercise 1: Read the text below and use the words in brackets to form the words that fit into the gaps
(1-15). Use only one word to complete each gap. Remember: Write all your answers on the Answer
Sheet.

(15 PONT)
Key: It Took Walt Disney More Than 20 Years to Make 'Mary Poppins'
1. hesitate  hesitation

9. invest  investment

2. fame  famed, famous

10. respect  disrespectful

3. descend  descended

11. conscious  unconsciously

4. notorious  notoriously

12. anonym  anonymous

5. he  himself

13. collaborate  collaboration

6. little  less

14. deny  undeniable

7. report  reportedly

15. diverse  diversity

8. immortal  immortalized

Exercise 2: Match the words (1-10) with their definitions (A-J). Remember:Write your
answers on the Answer Sheet.

(10 PONT)

Key: definíció párosítás
1. beloved – G (the person that you love most)
2. pseudonym - B (an invented name that a writer, artist etc uses instead of their real
name)
3. stern – C (serious or strict, and showing strong disapproval of someone’s behaviour)
4. stalk – D (follow a person or animal in order to watch or attack them)
5.

legacy – E (something that happens or exists as a result of things that happened at an
earlier time)

6. devote – F (to use a particular area, period of time or amount of space for a specific
purpose)
7. gross earnings – A (total income, taxable income)
8. consultant – H (someone whose job is to give advice on a particular subject)
9. sentimentalize – I (to speak, write or think about only good or happy things about
something, not the bad things)
10. literally – J (according to the most basic or original meaning of a word or expression.

TEST 3 Grammar

Exercise 1: Read the text below and use the words in the box to complete it. There is one extra
word which you do not need to use. Remember: Write all your answers on the Answer Sheet.
(15PONT )
1 redundant

9 stratedy

2 workplace

10 industries

3 affect

11 performers

4 purposefully

12 replaced

5 additional

13 harm

6 increase

14 security

7 few

15 commitment

8 underperforming
Exercise 2: Some words are missing from the text. Your task is to fill in each gap with ONE word.
Remember: Write all your answers on the Answer Sheet.
(10 PONT)

Key: Making money out of air
6 to
1 from

7 to

2 are

8 like

3 against

9 with

4 in

10 at

5 being

TOTAL: 75 points

